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PRE-GREECE 
 

Lance Corporal Norman Scott, Corps of Military Police 
 

 
Norman Scott had not always been a Military Policeman – or a civilian Policeman, for that matter.  In 
common with Jim Kelso (one day to become Norman Scott’s brother-in-law) and William Dexter (both of 
whom have Archive folders elsewhere in this Project) he joined the Coldstream Guards as a teenager.  At 
a stroke, this would have relieved the economic domestic strain within the ever-increasing family back in 
Gateshead, it would have given him a guaranteed supply of food, accommodation, clothing and pay and 
on top of that – an opportunity to see something of the world beyond the blinkered and yoked working 
man’s banks of the River Tyne – just like his own father had done (at a similar age and for just the same 
reasons).  He, too, followed his father’s Army-booted footsteps. 

 
1 DAD (1931-34) - COLDSTREAM GUARD 

 
1.1 Caterham and Pirbright Barracks 
 
Dad enlisted in His Majesty's Coldstream Regiment of Foot Guards in Newcastle-on-Tyne on 29th May 
1931 (His Majesty at that time was King George V).  On enlistment he was posted to the Guards Training 
Depot at Caterham in Surrey. 
 

 
 

Fig 1.1:  Coldstream Guard recruit, 1 month in, 27th June 1931, aged 19 
 
     
From a Coldstream Guards website: 
 
“For more than sixty years Caterham Barracks in Surrey was the home of No.16 Coy., the Guards 
Training Company.  Thousands of Coldstreamers passed through the hallowed portals into an experience 
that has stayed with Guardsmen for life.  Many have written about this special place, but to endure and 
enjoy the twenty weeks of basic Guards training, is a badge of courage that is worn for life. It is this 
education that has ensured our Regiment has survived and prospered for 350 yrs. 
 
Construction work on Caterham Barracks commenced in 1850, built to the new 'Army Living Programme', 
with modern sanitation, heating and lighting, each man allocated 60 sq. ft. of living space.  The Barracks 
were handed over in 1877, the home to four Regiments of Foot Guards, occupied by over 12,000 men.  
The standard of discipline and training established the benchmark for the Guards Training Company, 
which eventually took the barracks as its HQ. 
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The original twelve weeks basic was augmented by a further eight weeks period of 'Battle Training' in 
various locations, then settled at Pirbright in Surrey, with its ranges and large areas of heathland for 
simulated battle engagements.  The last training recruits marched out of Caterham in 1961 and the Depot 
finely closed in 1990, taking with it over a hundred years of Regimental history.  By this time the whole of 
the training was undertaken at Pirbright.” 
 
 
From William Dexter’s Archive: 
 
“Coldstream Guards  
 
In 1935 I lived in Glasshoughton, Castleford and worked at a coal mine there. In those days the pits 
stopped working for the summer and you went on the dole. It was in June of that year (I was 17½ years 
old) when the pits were out, that I decided to get away from it all. I went to the Army Barracks at Pontefract 
and joined the Coldstream Guards (I told them that I was 18 years old). A week later I was on the train to 
the Guards Training Depot at Caterham. 
 
When I got to Caterham the first person I met at the Depot gates was Sergeant Major Britton (Tibby Britton 
we used to call him - a well-known character at that time). I spent six months at Caterham and owing to the 
amount of duties there I managed to get out only once; for a brief visit to Croydon. 
 
After the Passing out Parade in January 1936, I was sent to the 1st Battalion of the Coldstream Guards at 
Windsor. A few weeks after arriving, King George the Fifth died and I was on duty at the Ceremonial 
Service for him in London, and at the funeral at Windsor Castle.” 
 
I don’t have any specific detail about Dad’s initial 12 week Basic Training stint at Caterham, other than his 
achieving the necessary educational standard for an Army Certificate of Education, Class III, sitting the 
examination on 15th July 1931. 
 

 
 

Fig 1.2:  Dad’s Army Certificate of Education, Class III, dated 22nd July 1931 
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Needless to say, being a Guards Regiment - on the same site as other Guards Regiments - there would 
have been much more than the usual amount of Army bull, brainwashing, square-bashing and highly 
competitive (friendly?) rivalry.  There follows a series of scenes of Caterham Barracks, some apparently 
just after it stopped training in 1961, others somewhat later, that every Guardsman would have been 
familiar with. 
 

 

   
 

Fig 1.3a & b:  Guardroom & Quartermaster’s Store 
 
 

   
 

Fig 1.4a & b:  Colonial style Barrack Blocks 
 
  

   
 

Fig 1.5a & b:  NAAFI & Gymnasium with part of Parade Ground 
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Fig 1.6a & b:  Parade Ground & small arms Firing Range notice 
 
 

   
 

Fig 1.7a & b:  Recreation Hall & Swimming Pool 
 
 

   
 

Fig 1.8a & b:  Sports Pavilion & Fields 
 

After his 12 weeks Basic training at Caterham he would have been sent to Pirbright Camp for another 8 
weeks Battle Training (now called Combat Training).  Here is an extract from the experiences of a wartime 
Coldstreamer from the website “People’s War”, author Allen Bowtell: 
 
“On the 21 December 1944 I enlisted in the Army, my reporting centre was the Guards Depot at 
Caterham, Surrey.  After being sworn in with the rest of the bewildered eighteen year olds in the room, we 
were now recruits in the Coldstream Guards.  Our first drill parade was on Boxing Day.  It was a bitterly 
cold day with snow on the ground; we did not think much of this as a Christmas present.  For the next 
three months the instructors set about changing us from civilians into guardsmen, no mean feat.  From the 
Guards Depot we were transferred to the Guards Training Battalion at Pirbright, Surrey.  Here we learned 
the skills that would be needed when we joined an active service unit.” 
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1.2 Buckingham Palace & St James’s Palace 
 
On satisfactory completion of his Basic and Battle Training he would have been ranked a fully qualified 
Guardsman and allocated to a Battalion.  His was the 2nd Battalion, Coldstream Guards.  After a spot of 
leave he would have been posted to Wellington Barracks, just across Birdcage Walk from Buckingham 
Palace, to learn the subtleties of the Palace Guard Mounting Ceremonies. 

 
Fig 1.9:  Brass Bed Plate - on reverse is stamped ‘DUTY’ 

(made by F. Narborough of Birmingham as many Regimental Bed Plates were at that time) 
 

      
 

  Fig 1.10a:  Posing in No 1 Uniform with his          Fig 1.10b:  Guardsman, 2nd Battalion, Coldstream  
Geordie mate (rt) Jim Kelso (my future Uncle)        Guards (with Good Conduct stripe)  

(Note:  the tunics in both photos would have been scarlet - and for the Coldstreams, forage caps with a 
white band, bearskin (not Busby!) cap with red plume on right-hand side) 
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Fig 1.11:  Dad, ‘Tom’ (unknown) & Jim Kelso 
 

Dad’s younger sister Olive (born 1915) went into domestic service somewhere in London during the time 
Dad was down there (no doubt for similar reasons to his for leaving home).  They would have met up 
occasionally, I am sure.  On one of these visits Dad must have taken his handsome Geordie ‘marra’ 
along, because Jim Kelso and Olive Scott seemed to hit it off and eventually married, making Jim my 
uncle (however, local housemaids of the time were often the amorous targets of off-duty young 
guardsmen).  
 
 

Changing the Guard at Buckingham Palace 
 
From a Buckingham Palace website: 
 
“The regular hand-over of guards in the forecourt of Buckingham Palace draws thousands of visitors to 
watch the soldiers and listen to the music.  Known as Changing the Guard or Guard Mounting, the 
process involves a new guard exchanging duty with the old guard.  The soldiers are drawn from one of the 
five Regiments of Foot Guards in the British Army: the Scots Guards, the Irish Guards, the Welsh Guards, 
the Grenadier Guards and the Coldstream Guards.  The handover is accompanied by a Guards band.  
The music played ranges from traditional military marches to songs from the shows and even familiar pop 
songs. 
 
When The Queen is in residence, there are four sentries at the front of the building.  When she is away 
there are two.  The Queen's Guard usually consists of Foot Guards in their full-dress uniform of red tunics 
and bearskins. If they have operational commitments, other infantry units take part instead. 
 
Household Troops have guarded the Sovereign and the Royal Palaces since 1660. Until 1689, the 
Sovereign lived mainly at the Palace of Whitehall and was guarded there by Household Cavalry.  In 1689, 
the court moved to St James's Palace, which was guarded by the Foot Guards. When Queen Victoria 
moved into Buckingham Palace in 1837, the Queen's Guard remained at St James's Palace, with a 
detachment guarding Buckingham Palace, as it still does today.” 
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The Ceremonial Procedure 

 

“St. James’s Palace is situated off of The Mall in Marlborough Road.  A detachment of the ‘Old Guard’ 
forms up there in Friary Court at 11:00 am for an inspection by the Captain of The Queen’s Guard.  This 
contingent then makes its way down The Mall towards Buckingham Palace at approximately 11:15 am 
preceded by a Regimental Band or Corps of Drums. 
  
The other half of the Old Guard is already on duty at Buckingham Palace and is inspected whilst awaiting 
the arrival of the St. James’s Palace detachment.  The St. James’s detachment enters the Palace 
Forecourt via the South Centre Gate (left of centre facing the Palace) and takes up position beside the 
Buckingham Palace detachment on the left hand side of the forecourt.  Now complete, the Old Guard 
awaits the arrival of the incoming ‘New Guard’ from Wellington Barracks situated at the Buckingham 
Palace end of Birdcage Walk. 
 
After undergoing its own inspection at approximately 11.10 am the band accompanying the New Guard at 
Wellington Barracks forms a circle and plays a few items whilst awaiting the arrival of the New Guard’s 
Regimental Colour.  The Colour is a symbol of honour and has the various campaigns associated with the 
regiment’s history emblazoned upon it.  Traditionally it served as a rallying point in battle and Queen’s 
Guard Mount provides an opportunity for the soldiers to be familiarised with it as it is paraded or ‘trooped’ 
before them.  After saluting the Colour, the New Guard departs from Wellington Barracks preceded by the 
Regimental Band. 
 
The New Guard enters the Forecourt at approximately 11:30 am via the North Centre Gate (right of centre 
facing the Palace), marches infront of the band and halts to face the Old Guard.  The Regimental Band 
then performs the New Guard’s Regimental Slow March as it advances towards the Old Guard.  The Old 
and New Guards ‘Present Arms’ before the Captains of the Guard ceremoniously hand over the Palace 
keys.  This symbolic gesture represents the transfer of responsibility for the Palace’s security from the Old 
to the New Guard. 
 
Her Majesty The Queen is deemed to be in residence when the Royal Standard is flying from the Palace.  
Upon such occasions, the Foot Guards on the forecourt of the Palace will await the Mounted Cavalry and 
will salute with their rifles at ‘Present Arms’ as the cavalry pass between the Queen Victoria Memorial, 
affectionately known as the ‘Birthday Cake’, and Buckingham Palace.  After the ‘Present Arms’, officers of 
both the Old and New Guard, Buckingham Palace detachments salute the Senior Captain on parade with 
their swords.  Retiring to the guardroom, they will later report to the Senior Captain after completing 
handover procedures with their Senior Non-Commissioned Officers.  During this period the Ensigns 
carrying their respective Colours patrol the area before the Palace from left to right.  Officers not directly 
involved in the ceremony march in step along the west side of the Guards. 
 
As each new sentry is posted, a Corporal distributes any special orders previously collected personally 
from the Palace by the Captains of the Guard.  During these procedures the Regimental Band, originally 
accompanying the New Guard, moves to the centre of the forecourt, forms a semi-circle and performs a 
programme of music.  Pipers occasionally accompanying the Old Guard also provide music during this 
point in the ceremony.  
 
The original sentries, having been replaced by the incoming New Guard, return to complete the Old 
Guard.  The duty bugler informs the Director of Music that the handover is complete.  The band then 
reforms in front of the centre gates. 
 
At approximately 12:05 pm the Guards re-form and are called to ‘Attention’.  The Old Guard advances to 
its Regimental Slow March towards the New Guard.  Wheeling right, the Colours of the Old and New 
Guard exchange compliments as the Old Guard exits through the Centre Gate preceded by the band.  
Having left the Palace, the Old Guard ‘breaks into quick time’ and continues its march back to Wellington 
Barracks. 
 
The New Guard remaining in the Palace is given the order to ‘Slope Arms’ and is referred to from this 
point as ‘The Queen’s Guard.’  The detachment then divides into two.  Those responsible for guarding St. 
James’s Palace, usually led by the remaining Regimental Band or Corps of Drums, march off down the 
Mall to place the Regimental Colour in the guardroom in Friary Court at St. James’s Palace.  The 
Buckingham Palace detachment of The Queen’s Guard then retires to the Palace guardroom to assume 
its duties.” 
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Fig 1.12:  Sentry on Guard Duty at Buckingham Palace, 1935 
 
Here below is a famous and original poem by A. A. Milne.  It was first published in 1924, recorded by Julie 
Andrews for Queen Elizabeth II’s coronation in 1953, and bowdlerised by every Rugby Club choir south of 
the Thames from at least 1957 onwards by my own certain knowledge.  (This is the clean version, but I  
am sure Dad et al would have known and enjoyed both – as indeed I did in my early rugby career.) 
 

Changing Guard at Buckingham Palace 

 

They're changing guard at Buckingham Palace - drrm, drrm, drrm, drrm 

Christopher Robin went down with Alice - drrm, drrm, drrm, drrm.  

Alice is marrying one of the guard.   

"A soldier's life is terribly hard,"  says Alice.  

  

They're changing guard at Buckingham Palace - ditto etc 

Christopher Robin went down with Alice.  

We saw a guard in a sentry-box.   

"One of the sergeants looks after their socks,"  says Alice.   

 

They're changing guard at Buckingham Palace -  

Christopher Robin went down with Alice.  

We looked for the King but he never came.   

"Well, God take care of him, all the same,"  says Alice.   

 

They're changing guard at Buckingham Palace -  

Christopher Robin went down with Alice.  

They've great big parties inside the grounds.   

"I wouldn't be King for a hundred pounds,"  says Alice.  

  

They're changing guard at Buckingham Palace -  

Christopher Robin went down with Alice.  

A face looked out, but it wasn't the King's.   

"He's much too busy a-signing things,"  says Alice.  

 

 They're changing guard at Buckingham Palace -  

Christopher Robin went down with Alice.  

"Do you think the King knows all about me?"   

"Sure to, dear, but it's time for tea,"  says Alice. 
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Whilst serving at Wellington Barracks Dad advanced by qualifying as a Guardsman Class II.  The 
examination was held at the Tower of London on 25th November 1932. 
 

 
 

Fig 1.13:  Army Certificate of Education, Class II, dated 25th November 1932 
 
At some stage in Dad’s career as a Coldstreamer he would have been issued with the booklet shown in 
Fig 14 - possibly as a contribution to the subject ‘Army and Empire’ as studied for the Class II Education 
Certificate shown above.  The booklet was first published in August 1923, only 7 years before he enlisted. 
 

       
 

Fig 1.14:  ‘A Short Narrative’ of the History of the Regiment, 1923, ‘for all ranks’  
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1.3 Transfer to the Reserve 
 
It is my understanding that the normal minimum term of service in the Army at that time was ‘three years 
with the Colours, six in the Reserve’.  In his Regular Army Certificate of Service book his Certificate of 
Transfer to the Reserve quotes his ‘Service with the Colours’ as 2 years and 341 days.  His ‘Cause of 
Transfer’ (to the Reserve) is stated as ‘With his consent before the expiration of his period of Colour 
Service, para 369 (ii)(a)(i) King’s Regulations’.  Despite the fact that he obviously had another career lined 
up that he would have wanted to get started on, I can’t see Dad - or anyone in their right mind - offending 
the might of the British Army by wanting to leave early (i.e. before his 2 years and 365 days) unless it was 
a common and permissible action to take.  (It appears to have been permissible within the final 3 months 
of Colour Service prior to transfer to the Reserve).  Technically he left the Colours 24 days early - by 
mutual consent, not just his - so I imagine that the 24 days were considered as ‘terminal leave’ - but note 
the statement in his Military Conduct assessment below - he effectively declined an ‘exemplary’!   (But he 
did eventually get one in 1945.) 
 
His date of ‘Leaving the Colours’ and ‘Transfer to the Reserve’ is given as 4th May 1934.  He is given his 
‘Final Assessments of Conduct and Character on Leaving the Colours’ on that date at Barrosa Barracks, 
Aldershot.  This page quotes: 
 
Military Conduct ……… Very good during his 2 years and 341 days service. Qualified by his conduct to 
have the award of “Exemplary” but ineligible because he has not completed 3 years service.   (His Good 
Conduct stripe would have been awarded after 2½ years, i.e. Dec 1933). 
 
Testimonial ………. ….  Honest, sober, industrious and self-reliant.  Well mannered.  A very good type of 
man who has been employed as Company Messman. 
 
Arthur Smith 
Lt Col O/C 2nd Battalion, Coldstream Guards 
Barrosa Barracks, Aldershot 
4 May 1934 (on Transfer to Reserve) 
 
His ‘Certificate of Transfer to the Reserve’ is signed off at Birdcage Walk on the 7th May 1934 (presumably 
at Wellington Barracks).  The Regimental Paymaster was located at Regents Park Barracks.  He was 
given a War Office pre-paid post-card, to be used by the Reservist in the event of a national emergency if 
the Reserve was called out.  I bet Dad, like all the other Reservists, thought “I’ll never have to use this 
bloody thing”.  As it turned out, he didn’t, because I now have it in my possession.  But he got called up for 
Mobilisation just the same. 
 
That was on December 1st 1939 - just 5 months before his Reserve commitment expired.  I wonder what 
he would have done if Mr Hitler had hung back for half a year?  As he was in a ‘reserved occupation’ (as 
Grandad Dick Calland was in 1914) he may not have been called up - nor under any legal obligation to 
volunteer.  But as several of his Police colleagues did volunteer, and given his previous Army service, I 
am sure he would have done so.  And because of his then occupation he would probably have still been 
drafted into the Military Police.  But with slightly different timing his particular war may not have ended in 
Greece in April 1941 - but would that have been better or worse? 

 
 
Enquiry to the Imperial War Museum 
 
Question to Imperial War Museum, 20 Sep 2007, My Ref: IWM 101217 
 
“According to his Certificate of Service Form B.108, my father Guardsman Norman Scott enlisted in  the 
2nd Bn Coldstream Guards on 29 May 1931 and was transferred to the Reserve on 4 May 1934 after 2 
years 341 days service.  The stated cause of transfer was "With his consent before the expiration of his 
period of Colour Service,  para 369(ii)(a)(i) KRs". 
Could you please quote me "para 369(ii)(a)(i)" of Kings Regulations in force in May 1934 and suggest 
what his minimum period of Colour Service should have been. 
 
His Military Conduct Assessment states “Very good during his 2 years and 341 days service. Qualified by 
his conduct to have the award of ‘Exemplary’ but ineligible because he has not completed 3 years 
service”. 
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This would undoubtedly have been explained to him before his departure - even if 3 years was not his 
minimum required Colour Service.  He must have had a very pressing reason for leaving - I am just trying 
to get some feeling for what that might have been. 
 
His Testimonial states “Honest, sober, industrious and self-reliant. Well mannered. A very good type of 
man who has been employed as Company Messman”.  All this suggests that he was a good soldier with 
no sign of dis-satisfaction;  no evidence that he had become disillusioned.” 
 
 
Reply 
 
“Imperial War Museum 
Collections Enquiry Service 
Response to your question with Question #: IWM101217  
Dear Mr Scott,  
 
Thank you for your email regarding paragraph 369(ii)(a)(i) of Kings Regulations for the Army and the 
minimum period of colour service for a man enlisting in the Coldstream Guards in 1931.  
 
Paragraph “369” of "The King's regulations for the Army and the Royal Army Reserve" (HMSO, 1928) 
refers to causes of transfer to the reserve with details of competent officers to authorize, carry out and 
confirm such transfers. Subparagraph “ii” concerns transfer with consent before expiration of his period of 
colour service. Subparagraph “a” relates to a soldier serving at home who is within three months of the 
completion of his colour service. There are no further subparagraphs to 369(ii)(a) in the 1928 edition. The 
1928 edition remained in use with amendments until 1935. I could find no amendment to the paragraph 
during that time.  
 
I am afraid that we do not hold the regulations for recruiting which specify the terms of enlistment for 
individual arms of the service. "The Manual of Military Law" (HMSO, 1929) simply states that ‘A person 
may be enlisted to serve His Majesty as a soldier of the regular forces for a period of twelve years, or for 
such less period as may from time to time be fixed by His Majesty, but not for any longer period...’  
"Recruitment for the armed services: minutes of evidence and appendices, 1969-70" ordered by the 
House of Commons Estimates Committee (HMSO, 1970) states that a man may leave the army after a 
period of three, six or nine years colour service, but this of course is long after the date that your father 
was with the Coldstream Guards and may not have been the case then.  
 
It is possible that The National Archives may hold further information on regulations for recruiting as the 
official repository for War Office papers. You can contact them at: The National Archives, Ruskin Avenue, 
Kew, Richmond, Surrey, TW9 4DU. Telephone: 020 8876 3444. Website: 
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/  
 
The Guards Museum may be able to help you further. You can contact them at: Guards Museum, 
Wellington Barracks, Birdcage Walk, London SW1E 6HQ. Telephone: 020 7414 3428. Email: 
Guardsmuseum@aol.com  
 
I hope that this helps with your research into your father's service.  
 
Yours sincerely,  
 
Rebecca S. Hawley” 
 
 
Certificate of Service Book 
 
This was the first of three, as things were to turn out.  He would have been issued with a second one 
when recalled to the Colours in December 1939 after the outbreak of the Second World War - but this 
would have been “lost” before his German captors could get their hands on it.  Compare this book with the 
later one issued after his repatriation in 1945 shown in the “Post-Greece” file. 
 

http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/
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Fig 1.15a:  Certificate of Service Book  
 
 

 
 

Fig 1.15b:  Certificate of Service Book (Page 1) 
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Fig 1.15c:  Certificate of Service Book (Page 2) 
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Fig 1.15d:  Certificate of Service Book (Page 3) 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig 1.15e:  Certificate of Service Book (Page 8 - shown here out of sequence for convenience only) 
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Fig 1.15f:  Certificate of Service Book (Page 4) 
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Fig 1.15g:  Certificate of Service Book (Page 5) 
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Fig 1.15h:  Certificate of Service Book (Page 6 & 7) 
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2 DAD (1934-39) - POLICE CONSTABLE 
 
2.1 Dad’s Entry in the Register of Constables 
 
1 The register clearly states his transfer to the Reserve as 4th May and date of appointment in the 
force as a Probationer the following day.  So he must have travelled directly from Aldershot to Bacup with 
some urgency and enthusiasm. 
 
2 The Chief Constable seems to have acknowledged (maybe with a helpful explanation from Dad) 
that but for a few more days service his character was indeed worthy of the accolade ‘exemplary’.  So he 
did get it in the end! 
 

 
 

Fig 2.1:  Norman Scott’s Registration in the Bacup Borough Police Force, 5th May 1934 
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So he joined the (pre-county amalgamation) Bacup Borough Police Force (a coal and cotton town high in 
the Lancashire Pennines) on Saturday 5th May 1934 (initially with two months as a Probationer till 4th 
July).  As a handsome and eligible young bachelor of a mere 22 years I have no doubt he was a popular 
cheeky, cheery, cocky, Geordie ‘Likely Lad’.   

 
Fig 2.2 is very soon after starting his new career, possibly July 1934 immediately after finishing his 
probationary period, now PC N0. 20, and showing a St John’s Ambulance badge (obtained in June).  It 
looks as though he did or intended to send it to his parents - maybe he got it back when his dad died?   
His parents would have been rightly proud.   
 

                         
               

 Fig 2.2:  ‘Love to Mother      Fig 2.3:  27th August 1934,             Fig 2.4:  On point duty in Bacup 
 and Father’ - formal pose              jaunty pose                centre “before traffic lights” 
 
    Norman Scott (my father)           Dick Calland (his father-in-law to be – my Grandfather)       
 

 
 

Fig 2.5:  Members of the Bacup Borough Force on the occasion of its 50th anniversary, 
1st August 1937, outside the Police Station & Courthouse (wherein I was born) 

 
 

On 11 August 1938 (no doubt with some influence from my father) the Bacup Police Force recruited one 
James Kelso, late 2nd Battalion, Coldstream Guards, who had returned to London after his time at the 
Colours with my father.  He had joined the Metropolitan Police Force, and continued to court my Aunt 
Olive.  Jim Kelso’s and Norman Scott’s paths were interwoven once again. 
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3 DAD (1939-41) - MILITARY POLICEMAN 
 
3.1 War is Declared 

 

 
 

Fig 3.1:  “The lamps are going out all over Europe . . . again! 
 
"I am speaking to you from the Cabinet Room at 10, Downing Street. 
 
This morning the British Ambassador in Berlin handed the German Government a final note stating that 
unless we heard from them by 11.00 a.m. that they were prepared at once to with-draw their troops from 
Poland, a state of war would exist between us.  I have to tell you that no such undertaking has been 
received, and that consequently this country is at war with Germany. 
 
You can imagine what a bitter blow it is to me that all my long struggle to win peace has failed. Yet I 
cannot believe that there is anything more or anything different I could have done and that would have 
been more successful. 
 
Up to the very last it would have been quite possible to have arranged a peaceful and honourable 
settlement between Germany and Poland, but Hitler would not have it. 
 
He had evidently made up his mind to attack Poland whatever happened; and although he now says he 
has put forward reasonable proposals which were rejected by the Poles, that is not a true statement. 
The proposals were never shown to the Poles nor to us; and although they were announced in a German 
broadcast on Thursday night, Hitler did not wait to make comment on them, but ordered his troops to 
cross the Polish frontier.  His actions show convincingly that there is no chance of expecting that this man 
will ever give up his practice of using force to gain his will. He can only be stopped by force. 
We and France are today, in fulfilment of our obligations, going to the aid of Poland, who is so bravely 
resisting this wicked and unprovoked attack on her people. We have a clear conscience. We have done 
all that any country could do to establish peace. The situation in which no word given to Germany’s ruler 
could be trusted and no people or country could feel themselves safe has become intolerable. 
 
And now that we have resolved to finish it, I know that you will play your part with calmness and courage.  
At such a moment as this the assurances of support that we have received from the Empire are a source 
of profound encouragement to us. 
When I have finished speaking certain detailed announcements will be made on behalf of the 
Government.  Give these your closest attention.  The Government have made plans under which it will be 
possible to carry on the work of the nation in the days of stress and strain that may be ahead.  But these 
plans need your help. 
 
You may be taking part in the fighting Services or as a volunteer in one of the branches of civil defence.  If 
so you will report for duty in accordance with the instructions you have received. 
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You may be engaged in work essential to the prosecution of war for the maintenance of the life of the 
people – in factories, in transport, in public utility concerns or in the supply of other necessaries of life.  If 
so, it is of vital importance that you should carry on with your jobs. 
 
Now may God bless you all.  May He defend the right.  It is the evil things that we shall be fighting against 
– brute force, bad faith, injustice, oppression and persecution – and against them I am certain that the 
right will prevail." 
 
It did prevail, but it took six long years and roughly 600,000 British servicemen killed or wounded out of a 
staggering total of 20 million military and 50 million civilian deaths worldwide (conservative estimates). 
 
Dad’s war began like this: 
 
1 Dec 1939  Mobilized at London (Wellington Barracks, Birdcage Walk) by 
   Colonel Commanding, Coldstream Guards 
26 Dec 1939  Bacup - Christmas (& New Year?) leave - 2 photos still with Coldstream   
   cap badge, (see Fig 3.2) 
2 Jan 1940  Last day with the Guards (London) 
3 Jan 1940  First day transferred to Corps of Military Police 
5 Jan 1940  Probationer at The Spiders ATT Depot CMP, Ash Vale, Aldershot 
5 Feb 1940  Bacup - last day of Embarkation leave (10 days total maybe - fairly typical) 
7 Feb 1940  Last day of Home Country service - embarked for Middle East via France 
 
He had finished his last pre-war beat patrol on behalf of Bacup Borough Police Force outside the 
Commercial Hotel, Stacksteads at 2 p.m. on the afternoon of Wednesday 29th November 1939. 
He may have got the train to Euston via Manchester the following day (or night), but by Friday 1st 
December he was being mobilized from the Reserve, initially back into the Coldstream Guards in London 
(at Wellington Barracks, Birdcage Walk).  He would have suspected (feared?) that this was going to 
happen sooner or later as soon as war became inevitable.   
 
Dad must have been given Christmas leave (at least) to be with his heavily pregnant wife and in-laws, all 
now living together in the Police Station residential accommodation.  He got himself photographed on 
Boxing Day 1939 in his reservist Coldstream uniform, not yet having been transferred to the CMP (but he 
must have known by then that he was to be re-deployed to better utilise his current civilian skills).  
 
Fig 3.2 was made into a post-card stating on the back “L/Cpl Scott  Taken Dec 26th 1939.  Please return 
to T. Scott, 68 Tyne Road East, Gateshead”  Now - it wasn’t stamped ready for posting, neither was Dad 
officially a Lance Corporal on Dec 26th 1939, not until becoming a fully-fledged Military Policeman, in fact.  
So was this card intended to be carried with him, or left behind safely at home, to be posted to his father 
in the event of Dad’s death?  We will never know. 
 

  
 

Fig 3.2: Mobilisation Group - Dad, Sam Willesden & my Uncle Reg, Bacup, Boxing Day 1939 
(Sam was a Detective in the Bacup Police Force [presumably another Reservist];  Reg was a Manchester 
Regiment Territorial soon to be sent to France with the BEF and subsequently evacuated from Dunkirk) 
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3.2 Military Police Training 
 
Here follows a selection of frames taken from a British Pathe News cinema film item made in 1940 about 
Military Police training.  (In addition to my father, Veterans William Dexter and Jim Kelso were also 
transferred from the Coldstream Guards to the Corps of Military Police on mobilisation.) 
 

.        
 

Fig 3.3a & b:  Despatch Rider Basics 
 

             
 

Fig 3.3c & d:  Formation flying 
 
 

         
 

Fig 3.3e & f:  Fun Stunts 
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            Fig 3.3g:   Mechanics       Fig 3.3h:  Traffic Control 
 
 

     
 
 

     
 

Fig 3.4a – d:  Hand-to-Hand Self Defence 
 

 
3.3 A Small Domestic Distraction 
 
Being the first-born, my arrival was quite likely late.  So maybe I was expected towards the end of 
December 1939.  It must have been a very tense time for Dad (let alone Mum!) because he knew he was 
going to have to report back for duty and leave Mum in her hour of greatest need.  Torn between two 
loyalties - but there was a war on - and he certainly wouldn’t have wanted to go AWOL.  He must have 
had to go back sometime between 27th December and 2nd January (recorded in his Certificate of Service 
book as his last day in the Coldstream Guards, presumably at Wellington Barracks).  
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He must have caught the train from Waterloo down to Ash Vale the following day.  3rd January 1940 is 
stated as his first day of Service with the Corps of Military Police.  He would have been telephoning Bacup 
Police Station every day for news of my mother, I am sure, and speaking to Grandad, if not to Mum 
herself.  Then all his waiting was suddenly over on the morning of January 5th (the day after I was born) 
when he received the ‘both doing well’ telegram.  

 
Somehow I doubt if he would have been granted compassionate leave for such a commonplace event 
(especially as there was a war on!) - but the Army did grant Embarkation Leave shortly afterwards (much 
more important in the grander scheme of things).  He was at home with Mum and the very new me for a 
few days up until 5th February 1940.  The 7th is recorded as his last day in the Home Country, as he joined 
the assembling Middle East Force and sailed for Egypt and Palestine via France.  It sounds very likely 
that Dad was on the same large-scale troop movement as Douglas Arthur (see Para 3.4 below) crossing 
the Channel to Cherbourg, train to Marseilles, then troopship through the Med whilst it was still considered 
safe enough to do so (after mid-1940 convoys went via the Cape of Good Hope and up the Suez Canal). 
 
Before he left (presumably) he was presented (or issued) with the pocket-sized card shown in Fig 3.5 
containing a stirring poem extolling the virtuous deeds of the CMP.   

 

 
   

Fig 3.5:  A (Military) Policeman’s lot 
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3.4 The journey to Palestine 
 
Movements of author/driver Douglas Arthur as related in his book about his experiences with 106th 
Lancashire Hussars - “Desert Watch” (lent to me by Peter Moss, whose father went out with the 106th and 
was killed in the evacuation from Greece).  They also sailed on 8 February 1940. 
 
106th attached to 1st Cavalry Division (Archivist’s Note: CMP Provost Coy also attached to 1st Cav Div - 
this would fit very well with his route quoted anecdotally “via France” and - according to his Certificate of 
Service book (Army Form B.108) definitely departing on 8 Feb 1940): majority of 1st Cav Div had gone out 
to Palestine in January.  4th Cavalry Brigade (part of 1st Cav Div) sailed on 8th Feb. 
 
08 Feb arrived Southampton by train 0630 and embarked on HMS Duke of York – ex LMS 

Railway Irish Sea passenger ferry 
09 Feb  arrived Cherbourg 0730 - transfer to train 
11 Feb  arrive Marseilles 0730, embark in troopships HMS Devonshire and sister ship   
  HMS Dilwara 
14 Feb  depart Marseilles - reputedly last convoy through Mediterranean - all future ones   
  sailed the long way round Africa and the Cape of Good Hope into the Suez canal  
  from the south 
21 Feb  arrive Haifa, Palestine, 0700 
23 Feb  installed in tented camp at Gedera, 20 miles west of Jerusalem (start of additional  
  4 pence a day Colonial Pay). 
 

 
 

Fig 3.6a:  SS Duke of York 
 

 
 

Fig 3.6b:  HMS Devonshire 
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Fig 3.6c:  HMS Dilwara 
 

 
 

Fig 3.6d:  HMS Dilwara “twice daily drills at lifeboat stations” 
 

 
From Douglas Arthur (“Desert Watch”): 
 
“Now Palestine at that time was still in the throes of what was really civil war between the Palestinians and 
the Jewish Settlers, and the Palestinians and the British, and the Jewish Settlers and the British, and 
sometimes the Palestinians and Jewish Settlers together, against the British.  I was never quite sure who 
was fighting whom, and who to trust, because on the surface every-body seemed to be so friendly.  
However, terrorist atrocities of all kinds were still taking place when we arrived at Gedera, and one of the 
first cautionary instructions we received was to always go to the latrines in pairs after dark.  Apparently, 
terrorists had been known to make bizarre attacks on soldiers sitting on the bog minding their own 
business, by opening the door at the rear, and, after previously taking out the bucket, smartly removing 
the unsuspecting soldier's appendages with a long sharp knife.” 
 

From William Dexter: 
 
On the 1st September 1939 I was called back to the colours and I became a member of the Military Police. 
In January 1940 I left for Palestine with the 1st Cavalry Division and was billeted in a house on Mount 
Carmel, overlooking the harbour. The Australians and other troops had started to arrive and we had to 
police the Port. I saw a ship which had brought Jewish refugees to Palestine, but it had not been allowed to 
land. I heard a bomb blast and saw the ship begin to roll on its side and sink in the harbour. Lots of 
refugees climbed on the upper side, but many were drowned. 
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When France collapsed, some of us were sent into Syria via Galilee to escort convoys of Polish and a few 
Free French troops out. I also escorted a convoy of Spanish troops who had fled Spain when General 
Franco took over. 
 
In December of that year I was sent to Greece, together with about twenty other Military Police, as Italy 
had invaded from Albania. We were sent to police the Port of Piraeus and Athens to control the few troops 
and air force personnel there. 
 
3.5 The Middle East 
 
Dad’s war continues: 
 
8 Feb 1940  First day of official attachment to Middle East Force (on departing Home shores) 
Most of Feb 1940 As Douglas Arthur above 
Mar-Oct 1940  Palestine, Syria, Egypt 
 
 
Commonwealth forces (then still called ‘Empire’) - particularly from Australia and New Zealand - were 
being built up in eastern Egypt and western Palestine, primarily to safeguard the essential arterial life-line 
to the rest of the British Empire - the Suez Canal (see Fig 3.7a & b).  Before Italy entered the war in June 
1940 (and the French fleet surrendered to the Germans) it was probably still safe enough for convoys to 
be escorted through the Mediterranean.  Dad must have passed through in February or March 1940.  
Where he actually disembarked is not known, it could have been Alexandria or Port Said in Egypt or 
Haifa, for example, in Palestine.  Wherever he started his adventure he spent some time in Egypt, 
Palestine and Syria.  He might just have been passing through Egypt on his way into Palestine, but he 
would definitely have passed through on his way out via Alexandria with the advance guard of the Middle 
East Expeditionary Force in November 1940.  Whilst in Palestine he must have made at least one foray 
into Syria, but by invitation or not will never be known.  Syria was a French Mandated Territory in 1940 - 
technically still an ally until June when an Armistice was signed with the invading German Army in France.  
Then Syria suddenly became an enemy state.  Just when and exactly why Dad went there is still quite a 
hazy patch (but see “William Dexter” above). 
 
“In the wider context, the battles for North Africa were essentially a struggle for control of the Suez Canal 
and access to oil from the Middle East and raw materials from Asia.  Oil in particular had become a critical 
strategic commodity due to the increased mechanization of modern armies.  Britain, which was the first 
major nation to field a completely mechanized army, was particularly dependent on the Middle Eastern oil.  
The Suez Canal also provided Britain with a valuable link to her overseas dominions - part of a lifeline that 
ran through the Mediterranean Sea.  Thus, the North African campaign and the naval campaign for the 
Mediterranean were extensions of each other in a very real sense. 
 
The struggle for control of North Africa began as early as October 1935, when Italy invaded Ethiopia from 
its colony Italian Somaliland.  That move made Egypt very wary of Italy's imperialistic aspirations.  In 
reaction, the Egyptians granted Britain permission to station relatively large forces in their territory.  Britain 
and France also agreed to divide the responsibility for maintaining naval control of the Mediterranean, with 
the main British base located at Alexandria, Egypt.  
 
Italy was the wild card in the Mediterranean strategic equation at the outset of WWII.  If the Italians 
remained neutral, British access to the vital sea lanes would remain almost assured.  If Italy sided with 
Germany, the powerful Italian navy had the capability to close the Mediterranean.  The navy's main base 
was at Taranto in southern Italy, and operations from there would be supported by Italian air force units 
flying from bases in Sicily and Sardinia. 
  
Italy did remain neutral when Germany invaded Poland in September 1939.  When Germany invaded 
France in June 1940, however, Benito Mussolini could not resist the opportunity to grab his share of the 
spoils.  On June 11, 1940, six days after the British evacuation at Dunkirk in northern France, Italy 
declared war on Britain and France.  Britain and Italy were now at war in the Mediterranean.  
On paper, at least, Italy enjoyed a considerable advantage over Britain in the Mediterranean theatre of 
operations.  In June 1939, Admiral Sir Andrew Cunningham's Mediterranean Fleet had only 45 combat 
ships against the Italian navy's 183.  The Italians held an especially large edge in submarines, with 108 
against Cunningham's 12.  The French surrender on June 25, 1940, placed the entire burden of 
controlling of the Mediterranean sea lanes on the Royal Navy.” 
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Fig 3.7a & b:  Composite map - Egypt, Palestine, Syria and Transjordan, circa 1940 
 

What exactly Dad’s whereabouts and movements were in Egypt, Palestine and/or Syria I do not really 
know.  The photographs shown in Figs 3.9a - d (from what is written on the back of 3.8a) are most 
definitely Palestine - I believe that is where he spent the majority of his time between early March and late 
October 1940.  On his eventual return home the “Bacup Times” quoted him as saying he had been in 
Syria at some point (to assist in the defection of soon-to-be Free French troops after the fall of France in 
June 1940?).  As Figs 3.9c & d also show, Jim Kelso had likewise been obliged to follow the same route.  
They were to stay together until the Battle of Kalamata. 
 
 

   
 

Fig 3.8a & b:  Almost certainly Palestine - Jim Kelso and various friends 
 
The back of Fig 3.9a states that (as a Military Policeman) he was a member of the Provost Company of 
the 1st Cavalry Division.  Prior to the outbreak of war it included the existing peacetime Army 
Headquarters controlling British garrisons in Palestine and Transjordan.  On 3rd September 1939 it 
became subordinate to GHQ Middle East Forces in Cairo.  The only British Cavalry Division during the 
War, a formation was assembled in the UK between 31 Oct 1939 and 18 Jan 1940, when it sailed to 
France (till the 23rd Jan) and on to Egypt or Palestine by 30th, to act as a garrison and occupation force.   
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Fig 3.9a & b:  L/Cpl Scott CMP - “Palestine 1940, 1st Cavalry Division, Provost Company” 
 

     
 

Fig 3.9c & d:  Same veranda as in a, b & c - with Jim Kelso 
 

It looks like Dad might have visited Jerusalem at some point and acquired the wood-bound souvenir Bible 
(Old Testament only?) shown in Fig 3.10.  It clearly states ‘Jerusalem’ on the back (which is, of course, 
the front to us) but it was printed in Poland.  (However, market traders of all kinds set up their souks 
outside all Military Camps, so Dad may not have gone to Jerusalem himself.)   He also acquired a taste 
for stoned semi-dried dates (his post-war Christmas treat) and Arabic music (his constant short-wave 
radio companion. 
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Fig 3.10a & b:  Jerusalem ‘Bible’ exterior, with wooden covers 
 

 
 

Fig 3.10c:  Jerusalem ‘Bible’ title page, with pressed flower (contemporary?) 
 
 


